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Admix Introduces the DynaShear 215 Lab Scale Inline Mixer
DynaShear 215 to be Demonstrated at Process Expo
Londonderry, NH, October 4, 2019 – Admix, Inc., global leader of advanced mixing technologies for the food/beverage,
pharmaceutical, and cosmetic industries, is announcing the commercial release of its DynaShear model DS-215 lab scale
inline sanitary mixer and emulsifier. The DS-215 is ideal for small scale inline processing, product development, simulation
and scale-up. With the DynaShear model DS-215, Processors and Laboratories will be able to take advantage of
predictable, repeatable results from the lab to full production. The inline lab mixer is affixed to a mobile cart and is also
equipped with VFD controls for more accurate scalability.
The DynaShear model DS-215 will blend, dissolve, deagglomerate, disperse, and emulsify a wide range of fluids and semifluids and is particularly effective for wetting out powders into a liquid. Consistent with full scale production size models
(the DS-425 and DS-575), the DS-215 is built to the highest quality standards. It features a first-in-class tandem head
design, combining the benefits of both an axial and radial stage, creating excellent shear and flow characteristics.
Keith Cheries, Director of Sales and Marketing, comments “We are very excited to offer a small-scale inline mixing
solution to the marketplace. Many of our customers have been asking for a simple, fast, and accurate system for their
emulsifying and dispersing applications for R&D processes and we are pleased to be able to fulfill that need.”
Admix will be demonstrating the DynaShear model DS-215 during Process Expo being held in Chicago at McCormick Place
from October 8-11; Admix will be in booth #326. In addition to the new DynaShear 215, Admix will be exhibiting a full
lineup of high-shear mixers and for batch mixing, continuous processing and particle size reduction. Visitors to the booth
will learn how Admix mixers and powder induction and dispersion systems dramatically improve productivity, lower
operating costs, improve end-product quality, and ensure operator safety.
To learn more about the DynaShear 215 lab scale inline mixer, visit https://www.admix.com/dynashear-inline-high-

shear-mixer.

About Admix, Inc.

Established in 1989, Admix is a recognized leader in advanced mixing technologies for the food, beverage, dairy, protein,
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and chemistry industries. Innovative, customizable, high-efficiency sanitary mixing systems by Admix,
coupled with years of applications experience have helped processors improve their productivity and resolve some of the most
challenging mixing issues. With a special focus on adding powders into liquid as well as particle size reduction, Admix offers a full
portfolio of products including high shear and high-speed mixers, high shear emulsifiers, high intensity wet mills, powder induction and
dispersion systems, static mixers and low shear agitators. Admix also offers spare parts, rebuild kits, aftermarket and field service
programs. Admix is 100% employee-owned and has facilities in the USA and Denmark.
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